
THE COLOURING COMPETITION 
                  By Heath McKenzie 

 Learning Intention:  
I am learning what competition is.  
I am learning about making new friends.  
Success Criteria:  
I understand that being competitive can change the ways I might behave when someone challenges me.  
I understand that sometimes winning is not the most important thing.  
I understand that ‘good things’ (like friendship) can happen when we least expect them to. 

 

Pre-reading (pre-viewing) questions 

Look closely at the cover and title.  What do you think is the most interesting thing about the artwork on the 

cover?  

Why might someone enter a colouring competition? 

 

Watch the video recording of Mrs Callcott reading The Colouring Competition by Heath McKenzie. 
 

Post-reading (post-viewing) questions and activities 

Oscar and Henry can’t stop colouring. They’ve gone WAY outside the lines colouring in everything and everyone in their black and white world. They colour 

the animals at the zoo, the trees in the park and the increasingly cross faces, of the people in the town. What do you think the animals and people think about 

the boys? Where will they stop?  

How do you think the other characters in the story feel about the colouring competition? Why do you think this?  
What do you think Oscar's mother thinks about the way her son and his playmate are behaving? What in the book makes you think this? 

The author used colourful ‘wow’ words to describe how the places, animals and people looked after the boys had added their imaginative, coloured touches. I 

wonder if the author thinks that some places in our world need more colour. 

Activity  
Print off the sheet below. “It was a dull morning at the zoo…” Use coloured pencils to make the zoo scene look a bit brighter or as the author says ‘livened up’.  
OR  
Draw your own imaginative, brightly coloured scene of something else.  
OR  
Write your name in imaginatively shaped letters. Add bright colours in patterns to’ fill in’ your letters. How do your letters make you feel? 



 
 


